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Contact Us and Go IDLE FREEReady to Reduce your Fleet Fuel Costs?
We can put together a custom fleet training program based on your needs.

Contact Us and Go IDLE FREE
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Industry’s Idle Reduction Behavior Modification Branding Program for Fleet Operators.




Improving fleet efficiencies by reducing driver idling behavior.
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Our Mission & Vision




Help fleets cut costs and look like heroes (and do our part to save the planet)

Idle reduction fleet leaders engage the public to go IDLE FREE, clear across North America!




Contact Now




Why Fleet Managers Choose IDLE FREE eLearning:





It Works



Proven, habit changing psychology transforms driver idling beliefs and behavior.

Fleets have reduced their idle time by up to 80%.

Learn why it’s so effective.
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Look Like Heroes



Earn positive PR on the road and with media.

Your vehicles can receive IDLE FREE for our kids® branding and certification with the leading anti-idling brand.





Save Fuel & Maintenance



Idling doesn’t just burn fuel, it adds to vehicle engine hours.

Fleets may even benefit from government carbon credits or incentives for their savings.
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Winning the Hearts and Minds of Drivers

EMOTIONAL ENGAGEMENT


Drivers will modify beliefs, behavior with effective messaging around THREE values:
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Their Kids
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Effective. Adaptable. Affordable.

eLearning Platform.


	Entertaining, educational, engaging.

	Self-paced, any time, anywhere.

	Low to no supervision.

	Remembers where you left off.

	Any web-enabled device.

	Revealing insights, analytics.


Contact Us to Go IDLE FREE
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Main Course:


	3 hours (total time).

	5 modules.

	Interactive quizzes.

	IDLE FREE Calculator™


Effective Time Frame:


	1 module (approx. 30 min.) per week.

	Self paced.
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What makes IDLE FREE eLearning so effective?
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	IDLE FREE for our kids® eLearning is more than just ‘boring driver training’.

	GoGreen’s emotionally engaging behavioral science is woven into the entire program to transform beliefs and behaviors on idling an engine. Any engine! At home and at work.

	This is why our training has dramatically cut idling time for fleets in both public and private sectors.

	
We don’t just certify drivers IDLE FREE for our kids® …we win raving fans! Have a look.




See Our Success Stories
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Go Idle Free
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